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A B S T R A C T

Purpose: In clinics, chest frontal view radiograph (CFR) is often taken for patients suspected of respiratory diseases
and for assessing the heart and big vessels. CFR can be utilised to opportunistically detect osteoporotic vertebral
fracture (OVF). However, for standard CFR, the site of highest OVF prevalence, i.e., the thoracolumbar junction, is
usually ‘off-centre’ to the X-ray beam focus. This study tested the hypothesis that, if a CRF is taken with
approximately two vertebrae lower than the standard X-ray beam positioning, the visualization of thoraco-lumbar
junction can be much improved.
Materials: Four hospitals (A, B, C, D) provided 101 elderly women’s digital CFRs with standard filming (28, 20, 24,
and 21 cases respectively). Eighty four elderly female patients were prospectively recruited from hospitals-A and
B, who were consecutive patients referred for chest radiograph with indications other than spine disorders. For
theses prospective CFRs, the focus of X-ray beam was adjusted from towards vertebra T6 to towards T8, and
standard lateral radiographs were obtained for reference. Visibility of spine and detectability of OVF were
assessed on the CFRs. OVF was diagnosed based on chest lateral radiograph (CLR) after excluding other potential
causes both radiographically and clinically.
Results: For standardly filmed CFR, spine readability was similar among those from Hospitals-A, B, and C, while
performed less well for those from Hospital-D. With the prospective cases from Hospitals-A and B, spines readable
to vertebra L1 level or lower increased from 48.2% for standard filming to 80.7% for adjusted filming. Spines with
‘blurry’ labelling decreased from 35.7% for standard filming to 15.7% for adjusted filming. For the 84 prospective
cases, 42.9% (36/84) of the patients had OVF, and 26 cases of CLR positive cases were detected as having
vertebral deformity on CFR. For minimal OVF cases (<20% height loss), 38% (5/13) were detected on CFR.
Among 22 cases with apparent OVF (�20% height loss), two cases were missed on CFR. False positivity was
labelled in five cases, among them four cases had ‘burry’ spines.
Conclusion: CFR can help opportunistically detect OVF, which can be further improved if X-ray beam is adjusted to
towards vertebra T8 instead of towards vertebra T6.
The translational potential of this article: This study confirms that CFR can help detect OVF opportunistically, and
the visibility of the mid/lower thoracic spine and thoracolumbar junction can be much improved after minor
adjustment of X-ray beam positioning. This study also suggests high positive rate of OVF in elderly Chinese female
patients indicated for chest radiograph. Radiologists should be trained and sensitized in vertebral deformity
identification on CFR as the clinical management can be improved by opportunistic detection of OVF.
Introduction

Fragility fractures may occur in almost all skeletal segments, but the
preferential locations are the vertebral column, the proximal ends of the
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femur and humerus, and the distal end of the radius (Colles fracture).
Trauma due to a fall is by far the most frequent cause of fractures
affecting long bones, while it is more difficult to determine the cause and
the exact time of fragility fractures of the vertebral body, which often go
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Fig. 1. Abdominal radiograph of a 70-year-old female patient. A renal stone and
urinary drainage catheter are noted on the right side. Arrow indicates L1
apparent vertebra deformity.

Fig. 2. Chest frontal view radiographs taken with standard X-ray beam positioning
beam approximately two vertebrae lower than the standard positioning improve the
and contrast adjusted for viewing the spine) of a female patient of 72 years old ta
junction poorly demonstrated for this case (A1). Lateral chest radiograph (A2) show
A1 (blue arrows). On frontal radiograph (A1), blurry appearance of thoraco-lumbar ju
(yellow arrows) are distorted due to the X-ray projection. B: chest radiographs (B1:
view) of another female patient of 72 years old taken according to the adjusted X-r
thoraco-lumbar junction are well demonstrated till L2 on (B1). (For interpretation of
version of this article.)
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undiagnosed [1–5]. Osteoporotic vertebral fracture (OVF) has high
prevalence in elderly women population. The detection of OVF in women
suggests that the patient’s bone strength is compromised, and the risk of
future fracture is substantially increased, both for further OVF and
non-vertebral fragility fracture including the hip [6–12]. OVFs can be
associated with decreases in trunk extension torque, spinal motion,
functional reach, mobility skills and walking distance, and may also in-
fluence mortality because their association with chronic back pain,
immobility and postural change [1]. Multiple and more severe grades of
OVFs are associated with an even greater fracture risk [6,7,12].

An early detection of an OVF can lead to further investigation and
appropriate therapy that decreases the risk of future fractures, critically
to target pharmaceutical treatment to the patents aged 65 years or older
with a hip or vertebral fracture [9]. Many fractures and associated
complications, including secondary fractures and mortality, could be
prevented by routine osteoporosis screening in older people and timely
treatment initiation in at-risk individuals. Despite its importance, many
patients with OVF and at high risk for further fracture remain undetected
and untreated. Many guidelines suggest women with age �60 or �65
years should have osteoporosis screening [8,10,13–18]. However, this
measure is still not commonly taken by individuals. On the other hand, in
daily clinics, chest frontal view radiograph (CFR) is often taken for pa-
tients suspected of respiratory diseases, pleural diseases, as well as to
assess heart and big vessels, while chest lateral radiograph (CLR) is taken
less often. FR (frontal view radiograph) of abdomen is taken in patients
with abdominal pain, for assessing urinary stone, gastrointestinal gas etc.
Based on the analysis of spine radiograph, we reported that moderate to
severe vertebral deformities at mid-thoracic and lower thoracic spine as
well as lumbar spine are mostly identifiable on FR, with a small pro-
portion of ambiguous cases further clarified by additional lateral view
imaging [19]. Moreover, some mild osteoporotic vertebral deformity
(VD) and endplate and/or cortical fracture (ECF) are also visible on FR
[19].

Following our study on spine FR evaluation of OVF, we did a further
pilot study on chest and abdominal FR evaluation of OVF. We noticed
may show blurry thoraco-lumbar junction, while radiographs taken with X-ray
visualization of thoraco-lumbar junction. A: chest frontal radiograph (brightness
ken according to standard positioning of X-ray beam, with the thoraco-lumbar
s T12 and L1 minimal deformity (blue arrows), which cannot be evaluated on
nction may be mis-labelled as with vertebral deformity. The shapes of L2 and L3
frontal view, brightness and contrast adjusted for viewing the spine; B2: lateral
ay beam (two vertebrae lower than the standard positioning). The vertebrae at
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
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that since FRs of abdomen are mostly commonly taken anterior-
posteriorly (AP, mostly in a supine position), i.e., the spine is close to
the X-ray detector, the vertebral borders on abdominal FR are usually
sharply defined. For assessing OVF, abdominal FR is as good as lumbar
FR (Fig. 1). On the other hand, CFRs are commonly taken posterior-
anteriorly (PA), i.e., the anterior chest wall is close to the X-ray detec-
tor. Since the spine is at the back of the chest, compared with spine RFs
which are taken with the spine close to the X-ray detector, the vertebrae
are moremagnified on CFR and the vertebral borders are less sharp. More
importantly, while the most frequent site of OVF is the thoracolumbar
junction (centred around L1, followed by T12 and then L2) [20–22], one
Fig. 4. A female patient of 83 years old. Left: standard filming (brightness and contr
filming with adjusted X-ray beam positioning better shows T12-L3 for the same pat

Fig. 3. A diagram of shifting the beam of X-ray downward for approximately two ve
vertebra. Yellow thin lines indicate the adjusted X-ray beam with focus towards T8 v
reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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of the difficulties of reading spine on CFR is that the thoracolumbar
junction is usually ‘off-centre’ to the X-ray beam focus. Vertebrae T12,
L1, and L2, when included in the field-of-view, may not be well displayed
(Fig. 2A). We propose that if CRF is taken with approximately two
vertebrae lower than the usual X-ray beam positioning, the visualization
of thoraco-lumbar junction can be much improved (Fig. 2B). The aims of
this study include to evaluate the visualization of thoraco-lumbar junc-
tion on CFR with adjusted X-ray beam positioning, and also the detect-
ability of osteoporotic VD on CFR in two groups of random samples of
clinical patients indicated for chest radiograph.
ast adjusted for viewing the spine) shows slight blurry of T12, L1 and L2. Right:
ient.

rtebrae. Blue thin lines indicate the standard X-ray beam with focus towards T6
ertebra. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the



Fig. 5. Frontal view radiograph of a female patient of 71 years old with adjusted
filming (brightness and contrast adjusted for viewing the spine). Despite the
apparent obesity of this subject, the spine is well demonstrated.
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Materials and methods

This study has a retrospective part (part-1) and a prospective part
(part-2). For part-1, four hospitals in China provided in total 101
randomly selected digital CFRs of elderly women examined during the
first half of 2020 (Center-A, Dongguan Traditional Chinese Medicine
Hospital, n ¼ 28 CFRs; Center-B, General hospital of China Resources &
Wuhan Iron and Steel Corporation, n ¼ 28 CFRs; Center-C, Shenzhen
People’s Hospital, n ¼ 24 CFRs; and Center-D, the First Hospital of
Jiaxing, n ¼ 21 C FRs). Local ethics approval was obtained for retro-
spective analysis, while patient consent was waived. For these CFRs, after
adjustment of image brightness and contrast for viewing the spine of
vertebra T6 downward, radiographs were classified into 1) spine
generally ‘blurry’, 2) lower thoracic spine and thoracolumbar conjunc-
tion ‘blurry’, 3) thoracolumbar conjunction ‘blurry’, 4) spine readable
down to T12, 5) spine readable down to L1, 5) spine readable down to L2,
6) spine readable down to L3 or even lower. A spine segment being
Fig. 6. Frontal view radiographs of the patient of Fig. 2B (A) and the patient of F
the lungs.
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‘blurry’ could be due to insufficient X-ray exposure, off-center to X-ray
beam, or local kyphosis/scoliosis. A blurry spine did not necessarily mean
it was useless for reading OVF. X-ray cone-beam may cause geometric
distortion of vertebrae located at extremities of the field-of-view, and the
accuracy of diagnosis of OVF can be reduced at the upper thoracic levels.
Upper thoracic spine is often associated with physiological kyphosis;
however, it has been known that OVF at levels above T6 is less common
[20–22]. One local radiologist at each center evaluated the radiographs
initially, and then the images in DICOM format were sent to Center-E (the
Chinese University of Hong Kong) for additional evaluation, and final
consensuses were reached.

For part-2, this study prospectively recruited 87 patients (n¼ 61 from
Center A, and n ¼ 26 patients from Center B) during the period of
September 23 to November 16, 2020. Local ethics approval was ob-
tained, and all patients gave consent. The patients were consecutive
elderly female patients referred for chest radiograph during this study
period, with indications other than spine disorders. When CLR was not
initially requested, it was added upon the consent of the patients and no
patient refused this addition. For the CFR, the center of X-ray beam was
adjusted two vertebrae lower (i.e., approximately 4–5 cm lower, and
adjusted slightly even lower for those> 165 cm height) than the standard
positioning (Fig. 3, Fig. 4). Thus, the center of X-ray beam was generally
adjusted from towards vertebra T6 to towards vertebra T8. Field-of-view
of X-ray beamwas increased slightly for patients with big body size. Since
the center of X-ray beam was adjusted lower and thus greater extent of
sub-diaphragm solid organs were included, degree of X-ray exposure was
increased. For all the X-ray equipment used in Center-A and Center-B, the
degree of X-ray exposure was automatically adjusted. For apparent obese
subjects, X-ray exposure was slightly further increased manually as
evaluated necessary by the study radiographers (Fig. 5). After the ra-
diographs were taken, two local radiologists (who were not an author of
this paper) at center A or center B, respectively, read the CFR and both
determined that the adjusted X-ray beam positioning did not negatively
affect the interpretation of the intended indications (mostly for assessing
the lungs) (Fig. 6). One local radiologist in center A or center B evaluated
the visualization of spine using the same criteria as those in part-1,
respectively, then the images in DICOM format were sent to Center-E
for additional evaluation. Three patients from center-A were excluded
from analysis due to that: one case had spine surgery history with metal
implant; one case had injected cement in the thoracic spine after verte-
broplasty; one case’s CLR was not taken properly with poor positioning.

Assessment of VD/OVF was initially performed by a reader in Center-
ig. 4 (B), with brightness and contrast of the radiographs adjusted for viewing



Table 1
Chest fontal radiograph readability of mid-/lower thoracic spine and thor-
acolumbar junction with standard filming from four centers.

Center-A Center-B Center-C Center-D

1# Case number 28 28 24 21
Mean age (yrs) 78.4 78.6 71.6 71.9
Age range (yrs) 72–90 71–89 67–90 66–85
Readable to L3 * 2 (7.1%) 4 (14.3%) 1 (4.2%) 0

2# Readable to L2 5 (17.9%) 7 (25%) 9 (37.5%) 2 (9.5%)
3# Readable to L1 6 (21.4%) 3 (10.7%) 3 (12.5%) 3 (14.2%)
4# Readable to T12 6 (21.4%) 3 (10.7%) 2 (8.3%) 5 (23.8%)
5# Junction blurry 6 (21.4%) 5 (17.9%) 3 (12.5%) 2 (9.5%)
6# Lower T blurry 1 (3.6%) 2 (7.1%) 2 (8.3%) 0
7# General blurry 2 (7.1%) 4 (14.3%) 4 (16.7%) 9 (42.8%)

Sum of 1#,2#,&3# 46.4% 50% 54.2% 23.8%
Sum of 5#, 6#,&7# 32.1% 39.3% 37.5% 52.4%

* Readable to L3* or below. Junction blurry: thoracolumbar conjunction ‘blurry’;
Lower T blurry: lower thoracic spine and thoracolumbar conjunction ‘blurry’;
General blurry: spine generally ‘blurry’.

Table 2
Chest fontal radiograph readability of mid-/lower thoracic spine and thor-
acolumbar junction with standard and adjusted filming: data from Center- A and
Center-B.

Adjusted filming Standard
filming

Center-A Center-B Mean of A
&B

Mean of A &B

1# Case number 57 26 83¶ 56¶

Mean age (yrs) 75.1 73.6 74.7 78.5
Age range (yrs) 67–89 64–88 64–89¶ 71–90¶

Readable to L3* 10
(17.5%)

8
(30.8%)

21.69% 10.71%

2# Readable to L2 27
(47.4%)

9
(34.6%)

43.47% 21.42%

3# Readable to L1 10
(17.5%)

3
(11.5%)

15.66% 16.07%

4# Readable to T12 1 (1.8%) 2 (7.7%) 3.61% 16.07%
5# Junction blurry 6 (10.5%) 3

(11.5%)
10.84% 19.64%

6# Lower T blurry 1 (1.8%) 0 1.20% 5.35%
7# General blurry 2 (3.5%) 1 (3.8%) 3.61% 10.71%

sum of
1#,2#,&3#

82.5% 76.9% 80.72% 48.21%

sum of 5#,
6#,&7#

15.8% 15.4% 15.67% 35.71%

* Readable to L3* or below. ¶, total of A and B. Junction blurry: thoracolumbar
conjunction ‘blurry’; Lower T blurry: lower thoracic spine and thoracolumbar
conjunction ‘blurry’; General blurry: spine generally ‘blurry’.

Table 3
Reading results of adjusted filming chest fontal view radiograph with lateral view
radiograph reading as reference.

Center-A Center-B

Case number 58 26
Both CLR & CFR suggest negative 31 12

Singular apparent VD detected 4 7
Singular minimal VD detected 4 1
Multiple minimal VD detected 1
Multiple app VD detected as Multiple app VD 5 3
Multiple app VD detected as single app VD 1

Singular minimal VD false negative 4 1
Multiple minimal VD false negative 2
Singular minimal VD missed 1
Singular apparent VD missed * 1 1

False positive in image quality ‘blurry’ spines 4
False positive in image quality ‘readable’ spines 1

Overall true VD rate based on CLR (42.9%) 37.9% 53.8%

* Both in mid-thoracic regions. CFR: chest fontal view radiograph. CLR: chest
lateral view radiograph. App VD: apparent vertebral deformity.
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E (YXJW). The focus of CFR reading was from T6 downward to the lowest
readable lumbar vertebra, and image brightness and contrast were
adjusted to better visualise the spinal structures. Signs suggesting VD on
CFR included vertebral height loss, endplate depression, the loss of ver-
tical continuity of vertebral morphology, alterations in the shape and
configuration of the vertebrae relative to adjacent vertebrae and ex-
pected normal appearances, and regional increased density due to
compression [19,23]. The results were then compared with the followed
reading with CLR, which was considered as the reference. After the
identification of VD, OVF was diagnosed based on CLR reading after
excluding other potential causes both radiographically and clinically.
OVF evaluation followed the principles of Genant SQ (semi-quantitative)
criteria and ECF (endplate and/or cortex fracture) criteria [12,24–27].
On CLR, OVFs were classified into 1) minimal OVF (radiological osteo-
porotic VD < 20% height loss) or 2) apparent OVF (radiological osteo-
porotic VD � 20% height loss), by measurement of the height loss with
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the adjacent normal appearing vertebrae as reference [28–30]. VDs not
detected on CFR was classified into 1) ‘false negative’ or 2) ‘missed’.
‘False negative’ reading referred to the results that after reading CLR the
reader would still label this vertebra as negative. ‘Missed’ reading
referred to the results that after reading CLR the reader retrospectively
would label the vertebra as with VD on CFR (thought it was missed
during initial reading of CFR). The readings at Center-E were then for-
warded to Center-A and Center-B for consenting, and final consensuses
were reached for all cases. During this study, the reader at Center-E was
considered experienced in reading VD on FRs [19,23,31]. The readers at
Center-A and B had past experience in reading OVF on CLRs but did not
have prior specific training in reading VD on CFRs.

Results with consensus are presented descriptively. Categorical vari-
ables were compared by chi-square test or Fisher’s exact test (SAS,
version 9.4, SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC, USA). A p value of less than 0.05
was considered statistically significant.

Results

Readabilities of mid-/lower thoracic spine and thoracolumbar junc-
tion for CFRs with standard filming and adjusted filming are shown in
Table 1 and Table 2. The readability of standardly filmed spines from
Centers-A, B, and C had similar performance, while that of Centers-D
performed less well (supplementary Fig-1).

For the combined results with cases from center-A and center-B,
spines readable to L3 or lower increased from 10.7% for standard film-
ing to 21.7% for adjusted filming (p ¼ 0.09). Spines readable to L2
increased from 21.4% for standard filming to 43.5% for adjusted filming
(p< 0.008). In total, spines readable to L1 or lower increased from 48.2%
for standard filming to 80.7% for adjusted filming (p < 0.0001), and
spines with ‘blurry’ labelling decreased from 35.7% for standard filming
to 15.7% for adjusted filming (p < 0.006).

Based on CLR reading, in total 42.9% (36/84) of the patients had OVF
(Table 3). 26 cases of CLR positive cases were detected as VD positive on
CFR (26/36, 72.2%) (Figs. 7 and 8), among them five minimal VD (one
VD per patient) were detected (Fig. 9). Eight cases with minimal VDs
were missed or labelled as false negative (Fig. 10, Fig. 11). This indicates
38% of the minimal VD cases were detected, while 62% of the minimal
VD cases were not detected. Among 22 cases with apparent VD, two cases
(one VD per patient) were missed on CFR (2/22, 9.1%, Fig. 12).



Fig. 7. A female patient of 66 years old. L1 apparent vertebral deformity was detected on frontal radiograph (arrow, A; brightness and contrast adjusted for viewing
the spine), which is confirmed on lateral radiograph (arrow, B).

Fig. 8. A female patient of 77 years old. L1 apparent vertebral deformity was detected on frontal radiograph (arrow, A; brightness and contrast adjusted for viewing
the spine), which is confirmed on lateral radiograph (arrow, B). C shows an image magnified around L1 which demonstrates apparent depression of upper endplate.
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False positivity was labelled on CFR in five cases (5/84, 6.0%), among
them four cases were with ‘burry’ spines (supplementary Fig-2). The
remaining one CFR false positive case was noted on CLR as with poor
positioning of spine relative to X-ray beam (Fig. 13).

Discussion

Combining CFR data from Center-A and Center-B using standard
filming and adjusted filming, this study showed that, by adjusted filming
the proportion of CFR with spines readable down to vertebra L1
increased from 48.2% to 80.7%, and ‘blurry’ spines decreased from
174
35.7% to 15.7%. Most of the apparent OVFs were detected on CFR.
Approximately 40% of the minimal OVFs were detected while 60% of the
minimal OVFs were not detected on CFR. Thus, this study confirmed our
two hypotheses that 1) CFR taken with approximately two vertebrae
lower than the usual X-ray beam positioning improves the visualization
of thoraco-lumbar junction; and 2) in two groups of random samples of
clinical patients indicated for chest radiograph other than spine disor-
ders, CFR with adjusted filming shows a good detection rate for apparent
OVF. Center-C is a tertiary referral hospital, while Center-A and Center-B
are both middle-sized general hospitals in China, their radiology
department set-up and instruments would represent the general setup of



Fig. 9. A female patient of 72 years old. Frontal view radiograph (brightness and contrast adjusted for viewing the spine) shows T12 deformity (arrow), which is
confirmed on lateral view radiograph as apparent deformity (arrow).

Fig. 10. A female patient of 66 years old. L1 minimal deformity can be iden-
tified on lateral view radiograph (arrow), which was missed during fontal view
radiograph reading (brightness and contrast adjusted for viewing the spine,
arrow indicating lower endplate blurry).
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radiology service. The CFRs from Center-E had less visibility for spine
(while visible for lungs and heart/big vessels), estimated largely due to
the less X-ray exposure during the filming and reflecting different prac-
tices in China. Even so, for some patients in Center-D their spines were
still visible on CFR. According to CLR, the overall OVF rate was 42.9% in
this study’s participants (mean age: 74.7 years). This OVF prevalence
agrees with the expectation for elderly females of such an age range. As
the study subjects were patients, their health status might be more
compromised compared with general population of similar age.

VD is the appearance of OVF (though not every VD is an OVF). In
assessing a vertebra, there are usually three stepwise questions: 1) does a
VD exist? 2) is this VD likely a compressive VD? 3) can this compressive
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VD be called OVF? In the current study, OVFwas diagnosed based on CLR
assessment of VD morphology and after excluding other potential causes
both radiographically and clinically. The most common differential
diagnosis for OVF is degenerative changes (in the paper by Lentle et al.
[32], a term of ‘morphometric vertebral deformity’ was used to describe
these degenerative changes). Degenerative VDs often involve multiple
adjacent vertebrae appearing similarly deformed, while fractural de-
formities tend more often to be singular appearing as a distinct loss of
expected shape. Degenerative VDs and mild OVF can be mostly differ-
entiated by experienced readers [4]. For the CLR based diagnosis, we
chose to use the term OVF, instead of osteoporotic VD, as these de-
formities mostly have fracture under microscopy [33]. However, for the
CFR readings, we used the term VD as we feel that we did not feel
confident to differentiate osteoporotic deformity from other deformities,
though for those of apparent grade VD, osteoporotic deformity would be
the most common deformity in elderly females. Based on vertebral height
loss on CLR, we separated OVFs into with <20% height loss and with
�20% height loss [30]. Minimal OVFs would have included some of the
Genant SQ grade-0.5 OVD as well as some of SQ grade-1 VD, as some
radiological osteoporotic VDs without achieving 20% height loss
threshold are classified as SQ mild VD by some experts [30,34]. It has
been noted that, if VD grading based on measurement is taken as the
reference, visual estimation has the tendency of slightly over-estimating
the grades [28]. After excluding degenerative changes, SQ grade-1 OVFs
can be clinically relevant. Johansson et al. [35] reported that grade 1
OVFs were associated with incident major osteoporotic fracture after
adjustment for clinical risk factors and bone mineral density. In one
recent study of ours [30], of the total five women with baseline minimal
OVF, three had osteopenia and two had osteoporosis, and their OVF
progression or new incident OVF rate at year-14 follow-up was similar to
the women with baseline apparent OVF.

We reiterate our previous standpoint [19,23], for OVF high risk pa-
tients such as elderly females (>65 years) with suspected VDs or definite
VDs on CFR, additional CLR or DXA imaging based VFA (vertebral
fracture assessment, or other imaging modalities such as CT/magnetic
resonance imaging when indicated) should be recommended. This can
not only confirm (or refute) the suspected VFs on CFR, lateral imaging
also helps to grade the OVF and detect possible additional OVF(s) missed
on CFR. Multiple OVFs is a strong indication for initiation of



Fig. 11. A female patient of 70 years old. L1 minimal deformity can be identified on lateral view radiograph (arrow), which was false negative on fontal view
radiograph (brightness and contrast adjusted for viewing the spine).

Fig. 12. A female patient of 66 years old. T7 vertebral deformity (arrow) was initially missed during frontal view radiograph reading (brightness and contrast adjusted
for viewing the spine). Lateral view radiograph shows T7 apparent deformity (arrow).
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anti-osteoporosis treatment. It should also be noted that to exclude VDs
of non-osteoporotic causes is not always possible for every case, partic-
ularly for mild deformities caused by old trauma [4,36]. The age group
with high prevalence of OVF is also the age group with high prevalence of
spine metastatic tumors. Differentiating between OVF and metastatic
deformity can be difficult in some cases by sole radiograph [27]. Further
investigations such as MRI are required for ambiguous cases.

In this study, there were five cases of false positive labelling
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associated with CFR reading. Among them, four cases were with visually
blurry spine, while in the remaining one case the spine was not recorded
as ‘blurry’ on CRF but CLR showed mal-positioning of spine axis relative
to X-ray beam. This mount of false positive libelling may be a minor
concern for reading VD on CFR. A few strategies can be used to mitigate
false positive labelling. One is to restrain from labelling VD when the
spine looks blurry, though blurry spine may be caused by local kyphosis
which can in turn be due to the existing local OVF [19,23]. The second is



Fig. 13. A female patient of 76 years old. T5
apparent deformity (arrow) is shown on
lateral view radiograph but cannot be diag-
nosed on frontal view radiograph. Lower
thoracic spine and thoracolumbar junction
vertebrae are not well demonstrated on
frontal view radiograph (brightness and
contrast adjusted for viewing the spine), and
in this case vertebrae at thoracolumbar
junction can be miss-labelled as with defor-
mity. For the thoracolumbar junction region,
lateral view radiograph shows oblique pro-
jection of X-ray beam (yellow lines) relative
to spine axis (dotted orange line). Green line:
X-ray detector. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the Web version of this
article.)
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that, when the radiographer see these patients had substantial kypho-
sis/scoliosis or apparently ‘the patient could not stand straight’, the
radiographer could mark down this point in the referral note so to alert
the reporting radiologist. This approach was not done in this study but
may be applied for the future. Lastly, increasing the skill of interpretating
radiologists may also decrease false positive libelling. In this study, two
cases with apparent VD were missed (2/22, 9.1%). Thought again this
may be mitigated by gaining more experience, it shall be less a concern as
the indications for chest radiograph were not spine disorder nor osteo-
porosis screening. For opportunistic detection of OVF, we may aim to
maximize diagnosis specificity at the cost of sensitivity.

There are a number of limitations for this study. The first is that
detecting VD on CFR is a relatively new concept, and experience should
be further gained in the future. In this study, only one reader had prior
experience in reading VD on CFR. For reading VD on CFR, the readers in
Centers-A and B only agreed the readings from Center-E, i.e., they
considered the readings from results from Center-E were reasonable.
There was no golden standard for OVF detection and grading, and the
CLR reading was used as the reference. It is still possible that a minority
of the VDs recorded in this study may not be caused by osteoporosis.
Currently, we still do not know how to exclude VD due to other causes
based on CFR; we also did not offer grading on FR. We did not try to
propose standards for filming, as we expect this will depend on individual
hospital’s instrument and practice, and also general body size of the
patients. Another limitation of this study is its limited sample size.
However, we believe the current sample size is sufficient to prove the
concept we wanted to emphasize. A multi-center study with much larger
sample size is needed to validate the wider applicability of the approach
described in this study.

In conclusion, this study suggests that CFR can help detect OVF
opportunistically, and the visibility of the mid/lower thoracic spine and
thoracolumbar junction can be much improved after minor adjustment of
X-ray beam positioning. This study also confirms a high positive rate of
OVF among elderly Chinese female patients indicated for chest radio-
graph other than spine disorders. Though CFR is not a perfect method to
screen OVF, as a high proportion of minimal OVF and a small proportion
of apparent OVF can be missed, and there is also a small risk of false
positive labelling, radiologists should be trained and sensitized in OVF
identification on CFR as the clinical management can be improved by
opportunistic detection of OVF.
177
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